
Name:  ____________________________

A Rounding Exercise

Round to the nearest ten.

a.    308 __________ b.    4,172 __________

c.    3,995 __________ d.    31,236 __________

Round to the nearest hundred.

e.    3,451 __________ f.    6,009 __________

g.    17,127 __________ h.    9,999 __________

Round to the nearest thousand.

i.     609 __________ j.    8,500 __________

k.    150 __________ l.    21,544 __________

m. Kendra ran around the school track three times.  The track is 405 meters 
around.  Find the total number of meters she ran.  Then round the answer to 
the nearest hundred.

total distance:  _____________ meters    

rounded to nearest hundred:  _____________ meters

n. Martin lifted dumbbells in the gym, on Monday through
Friday, for twenty weeks.  Each day he did 25 repetitions.
How many repetitions did he do over the course of
twenty weeks?  Then round the answer to the nearest
thousand.

total repetitions:  _____________    

rounded to nearest thousand:  _____________
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ANSWER KEY

A Rounding Exercise

Round to the nearest ten.

a.    308 310 b.    4,172 4,170

c.    3,995 4,000 d.    31,236 31,240

Round to the nearest hundred.

e.    3,451 3,500 f.    6,009 6,000

g.    17,127 17,100 h.    9,999 10,000

Round to the nearest thousand.

i.     609 1,000 j.    8,500 9,000

k.    150 0 l.    21,544 22,000

m. Kendra ran around the school track three times.  The track is 405 meters 
around.  Find the total number of meters she ran.  Then round the answer to 
the nearest hundred.

total distance:  1,215 meters    

rounded to nearest hundred:  1,200 meters

n. Martin lifted dumbbells in the gym, on Monday through
Friday, for twenty weeks.  Each day he did 25 repetitions.
How many repetitions did he do over the course of
twenty weeks?  Then round the answer to the nearest
thousand.

total repetitions:  2,500    

rounded to nearest thousand:  3,000
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